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Figure 1. Typical MMIC Transmit/Receive Module

It appears likely that amplitude control represented by variable attenuator A

will be provided in at least some module designs. This would allow control of the

output power in order to impose modest tapers on the transmit aperture distribution,

provide a better match among channels to control the error sidelobe level, and en-

able the aperture distribution to be modified as a function of scan angle in conformal

antennas. In the latter case, aperture control in the curvature plane is necessary

to prevent spreading of the grating lobes into visible space and to preserve the

depth of the monopulse notch as the beam is scanned off boresight.

A column of an antenna system of a low sidelobe monopulse radar array anten-

na is shown in Figure 2a. The system uses a module at each element and three

feed networks to produce a transmit, a low sidelobe sum, and a low sidelobe differ-

ence beam. The column outputs are further combined in appropriately weighted

azimuth beamformers. Here, the transmit beam feed network is assumed to be

uniformly weighted to achieve maximum efficiency but any other taper could also

be applied. The sum and difference receive beamformers are weighted with tapers

such as the Taylor and Bayliss respectively to produce the low sidelobe levels re-

quired to reduce the system's vulnerability to interference from clutter or other

sources.

Notice that the common input/output port on the module must be duplexed with

an external switch or cfrculator to connect it to the appropriate beamformer on

2



An Analysis of Simplified Feed Architectures

for MMIC T/R Module Arrays

1. INTRODUCTION

Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuit (MMIC) transmit/receive modules

make possible new phased array antenna architectures. This report examines the

possible simplification of the feed networks of a monopulse radar array when the

flexibility of an MMIC module is fully utilized. In particular, using the module's

internal amplitude control will allow a single beamformer to be shared between the

transmit and receive modes even though the amplitude taper for each mode is

dramatically different.

The circuit arrangement of a typical MMIC module is shown in Figure 1. It is

made up of a power amplifier PA, a low noise amplifier LNA. a phaser P. a vari-
able attenuator A, a controller, and a system that selects between the transmit and

receive mode. In the transmit mode, the T/R switches provide a connection from

the input of the module through the phaser, the PA, and the circulator to the an-

tenna. The T/R system also includes receiver protection in this mode. On receive,
the signal path is through the LNA and the PA turned off to conserve power. In

both modes, the phaser is set to the appropriate phase, selected by the controller

in response to a command, to produce a beam in the desired direction.

(Received for publication 26 February 1987)
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transmit and receive. Also, a power divider is needed in each channel to split the

received signal between the two beamformers. The specific form of beamformer

network depends on the design of the array, but stripline dividers will probably be

used in MMIC application. The upper and lower halves of the array are combined

to produce the three beams in the vertical plane.

RECEIVED SIGNAL
POWER DIVIDERS TRANSMIT

DIFFERENCE BEAMFORMER T/R SWITCHES
BEAMF RMER RADIATING

ELEMENTS

SUM

BEAMFORMER

CENTER OF ..
ARRAY MMIC MODULES

INPUTS FROM/TO LOWER
HALF OF COLUMNS

Figure 2a. Vertical Antenna Networks for Monopulse Radar (Conventi)nal
Arrangement)

When each module has amplitude control, the arrangement shown in 1 iglre 2a
can be greatly simplified. Instead of using the amplitude control only for channel

matching and scan correction for conformal arrays, it can als) be used to generate

the illumination function for one of the receive beams. In this way, one beam -

former can be shared between the transmit and receive modes thereby eliminating

one of the receive beam feed networks.

3
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Figure 2b shows an antenna system in which the module and antenna have been

closely integrated. Here only two beamformers are needed instead of three. One

of these is uniformly tapered and the other is specially modified to produce a low

sidelobe difference pattern from the signals that have been corrected to produce a

low sidelobe sum beam. The former is used for both transmit and receive. In the

transmit mode, it operates exactly as before and delivers a co-phased, equal

amplitude signal to each module's common input/output terminal. On receive, how-

ever, the module amplitude control is activated and adjusts the amplitude of each

module's received signal before feeding into the beamformer to produce a low side-

lobe Taylor or similarly weighted sum beam at the network's output.

MODIFIED FEED NETWORK
DIFFERENCE POWER DIVIDERS

BEAMFORMER

SHARED
BEAMFORMER____

,__RADIATING

ELEMENTS

FROM TRANSMITTER
.113 MMIC

TO RECEIVER

INPUTS FROM/TO LOWER
HALF OF COLUMNS

Figure 2b. \ertical Antenna Networks for Monopulse Radar (Shared
Beamforrmer Arrangement)
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On receive, the amplitudes of the module output signals are varied along the

column to produce the tapering for the low sidelobe sum beam and incidently the

signals for the difference beam. Thus the difference beam feed network must be

specially weighted to accommodate these input signals to produce ultimately the

required difference weighting function at the A channel output.

It now remains to investigate the practicability, limitations, and impact on

module design of incorporating the idea of a shared beamformer into an antenna

system.

2. SYSTEM CONSIDERATION

2.1 Aperture Weighting

The element signals, after passing through the LNA are appropriately attenua-

ted and appear at the module output with a low sidelobe taper distribution. When

- these outputs are combined in the uniform beamformer network, the beamformer

,utput will be the low sidelobe Z pattern. However, the difference channel signals

must also be derived from these weighted module output signals. The beamformer

weighting necessary to produce a low sidelobe difference pattern is chosen accord-

ing to -he rule

k k AqIk (1),-. q q q
A.

c,,re k,. and kA are the required sum pattern and difference pattern weight re-

spectivelv.

An example of the relative weighting for n = 4, SLL = -30dB Taylorz and Bayliss

A patterns for a 64-element linear array are shown in Figure 3. It can be seen

that peak values of the two occur at different positions in the aperture. Equation (1)

was used to calculate the modified weighting that is needed to convert the Taylor

distribution into the similarly characterized Bayliss distribution. The modified

Bavliss weighting is represented by the dashed curve in the figure.

2.2 Range of Attenuation

The range of adjustment of the attenuator that is necessary depends on the

,SLI of the design. In general, the lower the sidelobe level, the greater the range

of amplitudes required across the array to produce the taper. The curves in Fig-

ure 4 show the range in attenuation required to achieve various sidelobe levels for

%q5,

5
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Figure 3. Comparison of Element Weights for Taylor, Bayliss, and Modified
Bavliss Distributions. n - 4, SLL - -30 dB, and Q = 64

several n values for Taylor weighting. 1, 2, 3 For example, an -n = 6, SLL = -40 dB

design requires a maximum taper attenuation of about 19. 4 dB relative to the center

element. Thus, if the taper is implemented by attenuators, then the attenuator

must have a range of 20 dB (assuming identical modules at every element). It is

apparent that the maximum taper weight is not a sensitive function of n and the

maximum attenuation A of the attenuator may be conveniently approximated by

A z (I1/15)(SLL , 20) - 5 dB . (2)

Thus the attenuator value for a Taylor weighted aperture depends only on the side-

lobe level of the design. Equation (2) is represented by the dashed line in the figure.

", N
1. Hansen, R. C. (1964) Microwave Scanning Antennas, Volume I, Academic Press,

V New York.

2. Elliot, R.S. (1981) Antenna Theory and Design, Prentice-Hall, Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey.

3. Barton, 1). K. , and Ward, H. lI. (1969) Handbook of Radar Measurement,
* Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey.
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Figure 4. Maximum Element Taper for Linear Taylor Weighted Arrays

2.3 Amplitude Quantization Error

The value of attenuation produced by each module will be quantized. The error

sideibes due to quantization of the element amplitudes must be less than the side-

loho level SLI. of the design. The rms error sidelobe level due to phase and ampli-

tude errrs can be found from the expression

Zr (a 2 .a 2)/(1 - G2
is I-) A P1 S r 

(

whor, U I an(] ( A ar the variances of the total phase and ampltiude orrors trom

all s'TTh"'(' t Pspf'tl\ev EK M the number of elf ment., and 17, the ape(trture

@43



taper efficiency. 4 It should be noted that M and 1t in Eq. (3) apply to the entire

aperture. For example, a rectangular aperture of Q rows and P columns would2 ad2
make M - QP and it =  tQlTtP" The total variances afp and a re equal to the sums

of the variances from all contributing sources of the phase and amplitude errors

respectively. The variance due to a phase shifter quantization of B bits is2 2/ 2B
a 2 =r 2r/(3X2 ). For an attenuator of B! bits and total attenuation A (in dB)

a 2 a 10A/10/(12 X 22B' (4)
A10•

Other sources of phase and amplitude errors include mismatch, power division and

position errors.

Before the value of the error sidelobe level SLLrm s can be found, the taper

efficiency ?It must be known. The taper efficiency for a linear array of Q elements

is evaluated with the expression

. Q Q Q 2

" = a a /Q a (5)
77t _ = 1 q p q1 q

where the a are the element weights. The results for a linear Taylor weightedq _
array are plotted in Figure 5 for several values of n. It is apparent that it is not

a sensitive function of n but depends chiefly on SLL. For convenience and later

use, 1t for a linear Taylor tapered array is approximated by

77t - 0.96 exp[(SLL - 20)/92. 2] . (6)

Equation (6) can now be used with Eq. (4) to evaluate the error sidelobe level

of Taylor weighted linear arrays for various amplitude quantization levels using

Eq. (3). The calculations assume that the only error is that due to the amplitude

quantization. The value of A was obtained from Eq. (2). The results are plotted

in Figure 6 as a function of SLL. Inspection of the figure shows that for a

64-element array with SLL = -40 dB, a seven-bit quantization of the 20-dB attenua-

tor is needed to achieve an rms error sidelobe level SLL -50 dB. To this
r in

would be added the effects of the other sources of error to arrive at the ultimate

error sidelobe level from all sources.

4. Haupt, R. L., Capt. (1982) Simultaneous Nulling in the Sum and Difference

Patterns of a Monopulse Antenna, RADC-TR-82-274, AD A131865.
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Figure 5. Taper Efficiency for Linear Taylor Weighted Arrays

For a similarly characterized 64 X 64 array, M = QP = 4096. From Eq. (6)

17t =ttQ titP = 0. 60, and From Eq. (2) A : 20 dB. Here we assume the column
outputs are in a conventional Taylor weighted beamformer. Using these values in

Eqs. (4) and (3) gives B' :4.
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Figure 6. RMS Error Sidelobe Level for Linear Taylor Weighted Arrays.
A and rlt were obtained from Eqs. (2) and (6) respectively, as a function
of SLL. X/2 element spacing

The e ffect of the attenuator quantization on the antenna patterns is shown in

Figure 7. The right half of Figure 7a shows the error-free pattern for a 64-

element linear array with n - 4 and SLL -30 dB. The left half of the figure

shows degradation in the pattern when the taper setting attenuator is quantized to

four bits. Figure 7b, right and left halves, shows the patterns that result for

three- and five-bits respectively. The patterns are symmetrical about the main-

beam because the aperture taper and the quantization errors as well are symmetric-

ally distributed. It is apparent that the larger the value of B'. the smaller the

error.

The quantization errors also effect the difference pattern. The modified Bay-

liss weighting computed from Eq. (1) is error free. However, the Taylor weighted

10
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Figure 7a. Effect of Amplitude Quantization on Sum Channel Patterns (Right
and Left Halves Show No Error and Four-bit Quantization Respectively.
64-element array with A/2 spacing

output signals from the modules are correct only to within the attenuator quantiza-

tion LSB. Therefore the actual signals presented to the difference channel beam-

former are errored. The difference patterns that result from Taylor weighted

element signals applied to a modified beamformer are shown in Figure 8. The

right and left halves of Figure 8a show the error free and four-bit level patterns

respectivelv. Figure 8b, right and left halves, shows the three- and five-bit

patterns respec'tivelv. The patterns are symmetrical because of taper and

errors are symmetrical about the center of the aperture. Because of this, the

depth of the notch is not affected by the quantization.
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Figure 7b. Effect of Amplitude Quantization on Sum Channel Patterns (Right
and Left Halves Show Three- and Five-bit Quantization Respectively).
64-element array with X/2 spacing

It should also be noted that the gains of the patterns are somewhat lower than

expected. Figure 3 shows that the peaks of the Taylor and Bayliss distributions

o)ccur at different aperture locations. Because of this, the Taylor weights must be
reduced by a factor of about 0.72 during the application of the modified Bayliss

weights that results in an additional loss in gain of about 3 dB in the differece

pattern. This additional loss can be eliminated by providing a separate attenuator

for the A channel. In this case, the power division for the two sum channels would

OccLr ahead of the attenuators so that the output weighting could be independently

controlled.

12
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Figure 8a. Effect of Amplitude Qu~ntization on D~ifference Channel Patterns
(Right and Left Halves Show No Error and F'our-bit Quantization Respectively).
64-element array with A/2 spacing

2.4 S4gna-to-Noise Ratio

A sketch of a generalized active array is shown in Figure 9. Each channel

contains a low noise amplifier LNA, a digital phase shifter 11, and a divital at tenu -

ator A. All other circuit channel losses including the insertion losses of the phase

shifter. the attenuator, and the heamformer are lumped into L. The signal power

at the output of the array may be found by fitrst summing the complex voltage con-

tributions v qfrom each element to obtain the output V as

Q
V q v qg q qk qI qe xp[.~1 (7)

13
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a ip A*CI nuai,. d IdJf !he hannel1, ail I H the total phase shift (including that

% o he ,hain fl. Thbe output power S miav be found from~

Q 4
S ~ ~v I! 4 a Kk I I 1~)[(4  (8)
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power for terms where q j p is zero. Thus, the noise power N may be expressed

directly in terms of the channel noise power input Nq as

Q
N NqGqAqLq[F + (1 - AqLq)/AqLqG]K (9)

q- q q q q q q q q qq q

where Gq gqgq and Fq are the power gain and noise figure of amplifier q re-

spectively. The noise figure of the attenuation channel is set equal to the recipro-• 6 k

cal of its attenuation and K k k is the power coupling coefficient of the beam-
q qq

former

pA

0 LNA > P L__BEAMFORMER

-- OP -COLUMN

OUTPUT

0

0 NA PL

Figure 9. Sketch of Active Aperture Array

lEquaiions (8) and (9) (an now be used to find the output S/N ratio of an antenna
system in terms of the input S /N ratio for a wide variety of array configurations.

I I

For' a hossless array in the mainbearn direction without amplifiers or attenuators

and a uniform beamformer. v v, v v, a 1, 1 1, g ., k 1, and
*q q q q q q

vv S so that

S/N - (S /N)Q (10)

6. Carlson, B. A. (1975) Communication Systems. 2nd Ed., McGraw-Hill. New York.
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Allowing for equal circuit losses 1I I p7L < 1 in each channel results in the ex-I

SIN - (S.i/N.i)LQ .(1

The effect of circuit losses L is apparent. To reduce the impact of losses on the
S/N ratio, a low noise amplifier may be inserted into the system at each element.

Then Eqs. (8) and (9) give

SIN (S i/N I)Q'[F'- (I - L)/LGJ (12)

Fo r a wide range of values, SIN depends principally on the noise figure of the

amplifier and thus attenuation in the array components is not as important. In fact

for LG > > 1,

S'N (S i N i)Q! . (13)

For low sidelohe tapered arrays, the improvement in S. N. is not as great as

or uniform arrav., because the taper efficiency of the array redu'es; the signal

fnower S. Also. the edge elemients,, tor which attenuation is large compared to the

I~ain o)f the aniplififF.- introduce pr'oport ionally more noise when the taper is set by p

g ati enuators; andl the beam former coupling is uniform.

This, c'an hcst4 be# seen bv Inserting, Eq. (5), the aperture taper efficiencv 1 into

1>1. (8). Then, ,in array with a uniform beamformer (1K q1), the same amplifier

in ea, h lihanne I (C ( arnid F =F), the same total losses in each channel ( L 1).

in1 I 1i- jiweciirof wfiiinL determined 1w attenuators A qwould display a signal-to-

Q Q
S N IHS N Qrl 'A / 'A [I (I - A L)/A LC;Fj. (14)Q 1 ~q q q q

When A qLG 1, SIN becomes

)S N (S I Q II F .(15)

I (i- ~q-. 1 In, 1i l5) Ior tapercd arrays correspond respectively to Eqs. (12)

t 1 11 1) 
l I 

'Mt l 
r 'ays ,. 

1
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It is convenient to write Eq. (14) as

S/N (Si/Ni) Q 1 /t17sF (16)

where the aperture noise suppression efficiency is is defined as

Q Q
7 l7 A I' Aq[l + (1 - AqL)/AqLGF. (17)

q q qIq

17s represents the additional reduction in S/N caused by the noise contributed by the

array components. i s 1 for a lossless uniform array without amplifier or attenu-

ators (A 1, G 1, F 1, L = 1) and ?s = L for the same but lossy arrayq

(A . G 1, F 1). The aperture noise suppression efficiency is plotted in

Figure 10 for a range of typical values for tapered active arrays. As expected,

_7s decreases with SLL (for a fixed value of G) because increasingly larger attenua-

tion is needed to produce the taper. It is apparent, however, that so long as G is

sufficiently large compared to A and L the decrease in S/N can be kept small.

2.5 Azimuth Feed Networks

Figure 2a shows the vertical feed network connections. These outputs must

now be combined in the azimuth beamformers as shown in Figure 1 la. The column

index number is p. The weighted sums of the Ep outputs for p < 0 and p > 0 are

k., also subtracted to produce the low sidelobe azimuth difference beam L6. The A )

outputs are similarly divided and combined to produce the elevation difference beam

6o. The transmit beam To" combining network is uniformly weighted and inter-

connects all the transmit vertical beamformers. Thus the input to this network is

ultimately equally divided among every element in the array. The elevation differ-

ence-azimuth difference Au beamformer at the bottom of Figure 1 Ia is used for

atapti%(. ulling arrays and not normally provided as an output.

It is apparent that a fully implemented low sidelobe array requires three eleva -

tion br am formers and a mode transfer switch at each of P columns and five azi-

mulh be(amformers. Together, these produce a total of five beams. The set up n I
Vlijurf, I la can be used with the array svsterls in either Figure 2a or Figure 2b

ince c a h has three separate outputs. However, the shared beamrformer arrange- l

ment (an als ho applied to the azimuth Ta and 2a channels therebv eliminating an

azimuth heamltornmer and P mode transfer switt'h.s at the outputs of the vertical
beam formers.

This s implfied arrangement is sketched in Figure 1lb. The unifrm lv w(eighted

shared beamformer is used for both the transmit beam, and togelher wilh

l17I
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Figure 10. Aperture Noise Suppression Efficiency for Linear Taylor Weighted
Arrays. Q =64, F -3 dB3, and spacing is A/2. Solid curves L --- 6 dB3, dotted
curves L -9 dB

amplitude adjustment in the modules, the LaU receive beam. With this arrangement,

the attenuators in the modules are adtjustecl to form the elevation distribution.

SimultaneouslIY, the azimuth weighting is applied bv increasing the attenuat ion in

all modules of a column as a function column position. As before, the weighting

for the azimuth difference beamformer must be modified because its inputs will

have a Taylor or similar weighting.
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Figure 1 lb. Antenna System for Monopulse Radar (Shared Beam former
Arrangement)
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- 3. EXAMPLE

As an example, a 64 X 64 array is implemented with the shared beamformer

idea. The total number of elements M - PQ = 4096. The goals are SLL = -40 dB

and -30 d13 below the peak for the azimuth and elevation planes respectively.

First, the maximum taper required was obtained from Figure 4 or Eq. (2).

This determines the value of A. However, in a rectangular array the azimuth and

-a. elevation weights, if both set by the same attenuators, must be combined so that

A - :32 dB. The azimuth weights could be applied at the column level with P mod-
ules. This would increase -qs but complicate the antenna. The relative weightings

"'or the columns and rows were calculated assuming a spacing of X/2. 1,2,3 Then,

the elevation and azimuth modified Bayliss feed network coefficients were obtained

rmm Eq. (1). These separately define the distributions for the center column and

row of the antenna and are shown in Figure 12.

'I'". . .

- . /TAYLOR

i 0."8•/

• . /. ..

H.-./. /.

,0.6

ci:/ / BAYLISS // /... > 0 ./t"

p-0I. 4 / >.
>/

I 0

0.2 . . DI F 11l) BAYLI SS

LL_1_1f I II -- I I Li I I JII AA_ L1LLL II Lj
-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30

ELEMENT LOCRTION

Figure 12. Element Weighting for 64 X 64 Array. Solid curve n 6, SLL -30 dB
and dotted curves n 8, SLL -40 dB
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The taper efficiency from Figure 5 or Eq. (6) is 17t z ntQ 7tP = 0. 69. How-

ever, the aperture noise suppression efficiency can be similarly factored only if

the azimuth weights are applied at the column outputs. Then from Figure 10,

r fs = 7sQ TsP = 0.99 and 0.98 for L = -6 dB and -9 dB respectively in each beam-

*" former. When the row and column weights are applied with the same attenuator,

Eq. (17) must be rewritten as

Q P Q P
.V A / [1 + (1- A L)/A LGFJ. (18)

q p-qp q 1qp qp

With F= 3dB, andGS 30 dB, =s 0.96 and 0.87 for L -12 dB and -18 dB re-

spectively to account for the losses in both beamformers. Thus applying the total

taper at the element level results in an additional loss of about 1/2 dB in S/N ratio.

For the same value of G, lower sidelobe levels would result in a greater loss.

To select the number of quantization bits, we assume that the total error con-

sists of four equal parts due to the phase quantization, other phase errors, the

amplitude quantization, and other amplitude errors. Furthermore, we require

SLL rm s to be 6 dB below the SLL. Thus B' is found from Eq. (3) with

SLLrm s  -52 dB. The result is B' - 5 or B' = 7 depending on where the taper is

applied.

4. DISCUSSION

A significant reduction in the complexity of the feed network of MMIC active

aperture arrays is possible when the modules have internal amplitude control. In

his case, one beam former can be shared between the transmit and the receive sum

channel thereby eliminating one of the three feed networks normally required. The

T/R switch or circulator that transfers the module input from the transmit to the

receive manifold is eliminated as well. It is apparent that in a large array, the

'(-)tal savings in feed network components is formidable.

The calculations have shown that for a range of designs, the component re-

qiuirpments are realistic. For example, LNA gains and noise figures of 30 dB and

3 dIB respectively, are adequate and easily achievable. The attenuator require-

ments, 4 to 6 bits and 20 to 30 dB attenuation range, are also easily implemented

with GaAs MMIC technology. I
The shared beamformer is applicable to arrays that do not require monopulse

processing2 as well. In this case the two feed networks for each column are

-.
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replaced by one. In contrast to this, a sequential lobing (instead of monopulse)

array could be implemented with a single beamformer. 7

There are many other aspects of MMIC antenna integration that must be evalu-

, ated before the full potential for this new technology can be realized. Some of

these are elimination of the circulator now required to isolate the power amplifier

from the scan induced active element impedance variation; improved concepts for

energy storage; better solutions for heat removal; techniques for array alignment,

calibration, and monitoring; architectures for adaptive nulling; and methods recon-

figuration to compensate for failures. As never before, the antenna designer,

system analyst, user, and the component developer must work as a team to develop

the technology for MMIC active aperture antennas of the future.

* "7. Skolnik, M. I. (1970) The Radar Handbook, McGraw-Hill, New York.
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